Abstract

This article serves as a resource to factory home builders seeking to use lean thinking to slash waste from their production operations. Lean refers both to a general way of thinking and to specific practices that emphasize using less of everything (time, money, materials, and so forth) to satisfy the customer by delivering the highest quality product at the lowest cost in the shortest time. While providing an overview of lean production, this article focuses on two fundamental lean tools: Value Stream Mapping (VSM) and Rapid Process Improvement (RPI) events. This research follows a case study approach to document the application and benefits of lean production in the factory homebuilding industry. The target population for these case studies was a group of nine manufactured and modular homebuilding plants that initiated lean production efforts in 2006. VSM was used to identify waste and to target specific portions of the production process for improvement. RPI events were then conducted in targeted areas. The results were dramatic. Labor efficiencies were increased by 10 percent to more than 100 percent. Defects in finished drywall were reduced by 85 percent. Taken as a whole, lean production activities were shown to increase the efficiency and quality of building operations, boost worker morale, and improve communication between management and workers.
Introduction

In 2007, approximately 11 percent of all newly built single-family homes in the United States were factory built (U.S. Census Bureau, 2007). Although factory-based home construction approaches relocate many of the field operations to a more controlled factory environment, the construction techniques share many similarities with those employed in traditional site building. Although automotive, electronics, and many other manufacturing industries have reported dramatic improvements in production efficiency with the introduction of lean techniques, examples of such improvements in factory homebuilding are only beginning to emerge. One of the first of these lean efforts in factory homebuilding was conducted by the Manufactured Housing Research Alliance (MHRA) with sponsorship from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD’s) Partnership for Advancing Technology in Housing program, the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority, and the factory-built housing industry. The goal of this effort was to transform the way homes are manufactured, thus reducing housing cost and improving quality, safety, productivity, and design flexibility. The strategy was to reduce waste through the implementation of lean production tools and techniques. This article showcases the use of these techniques in three of the nine plants studied and demonstrates their value to the factory-built housing industry.

Lean Production Overview

Koskela (1993) first applied lean production principles to construction, emphasizing production process flow and the conversion of inputs into finished products. Picchi and Granja (2004) presented five lean principles used in the construction industry: value, value stream, flow, pull, and perfection. Value is value as perceived by the homebuyer; value stream refers to mapping of materials and information; flow refers to creating continuous flow; pull refers to pulling services, components, and materials only when necessary; and perfection refers to high-quality systems designed for immediate detection of problems. Salem and Zimmer (2005) identified five major lean principles applicable in the housing industry: customer focus, culture/people, workplace standardization, waste elimination, and continuous improvement/built-in quality. Waste is any activity that consumes resources but creates no value for the customer.

Lean production, which began with the Toyota Production System (Ohno, 1988), was the result of decades of development by automobile manufacturers, who reduced average labor hours per vehicle by more than one-half with one-third the defects (Caldeira, 1999). Other industries followed the automobile industry’s lead, achieving similar results (Womack and Jones, 1996). Lean production is based on five fundamental principles: (1) identify what the customer values; (2) identify the value stream and challenge all wasted steps; (3) produce the product when the customer wants it and, once started, keep the product flowing continuously through the value stream; (4) introduce pull between all steps where continuous flow is impossible; and (5) manage toward perfection (Womack and Jones, 1996).

The goal of lean production is to satisfy the customer by delivering the highest quality at the lowest cost in the shortest time. This goal is accomplished by continuously eliminating muda, or waste.
Ohno (1988) coined the seven wastes targeted by lean production initiatives: (1) defects (activities involving repair or rework), (2) overproduction (activities that produce too much at a particular point in time), (3) transportation (activities involving unnecessary movement of materials), (4) waiting (lack of activity that occurs when an operator is ready for the next operation but must remain idle until someone else takes a previous step), (5) inventory (inventory that is not directly required to fulfill current customer orders), (6) motion (unnecessary steps taken by employees and equipment), and (7) processing (extra operation or activity in the manufacturing process).

Factory homebuilding is an industrialized approach to homebuilding, which relocates many field operations to a more controlled factory environment. Factory homebuilding includes manufactured and modular homes. Manufactured homes are built to the federal Manufactured Home Construction and Safety Standards promulgated by HUD (HUD, 2006), whereas modular homes are built to local building codes similar to site-built homes. Both types of homes are composed of three-dimensional sections that are typically 95-percent finished when they leave the factory (Carlson, 1991). A typical production line is set up either in a side-saddle configuration (width-wise section movement) or in a linear configuration (length-wise section movement) with floors, ceilings, walls, and other components being fed to the main line from offline, subassembly stations. Upon completion in the factory, these sections are transported to the construction site, then lifted by crane or rolled onto a foundation. While the house is being built at the plant, workers do the needed site work and prepare a foundation, if required. The resulting home is often indistinguishable from nearby conventional site-built housing (Mullens, 2004).

Mullens (2004), who studied production process flow in factory homebuilding, found that the ease of process flow is largely defined by the homebuilding factory configuration, particularly when considerable product variation exists. Mullens (2006) identified some unique characteristics of the homebuilding factory that affect process flow: (1) complex product has large components; (2) few small and fixed workstations are located alongside the main production line (that is, plumbing); (3) few large and fixed workstations are located alongside the main production line (that is, wall build); (4) labor and material flow to the product while the product flows continuously on the main production line; (5) some activities can stop product movement on the main production line because they need to happen at certain locations (that is, large components need a crane); (6) multioperator teams perform specialty work (that is, trades), making it difficult to measure work content and cycle time for each unit; and (7) little queuing occurs due to lack of space. He found that queuing availability and the flexibility for work to migrate upstream/downstream can mitigate some of the inefficiencies resulting from high product variation. Information technology can enable better planning and management under conditions of high product variation. Early studies have also suggested that lean improvements can slash the time required to set and finish modular housing on the construction site (Mullens and Kelly, 2004).

Lean Tools: Value Stream Mapping and Rapid Process Improvement Events

Lean thinking uses tools, techniques, and practices and combines them as a set into a system to eliminate waste. This article focuses on two fundamental lean tools: Value Stream Mapping (VSM)
and Rapid Process Improvement (RPI) events. Typically, in a lean implementation, a high-level VSM (for example, door-to-door plant level) is used to document the current situation and to identify wasted activities so they can be challenged and eliminated through RPI events. During the RPI event, a detailed VSM (for example, of a specific production process such as the wall build area) can be developed for a better understanding of the process. The main goal of VSM (both high level and detailed) is to identify waste, whereas the RPI events improve the process through waste elimination.

Lean production methods focus on the value stream, the set of activities used to create a product or service from raw material until it reaches the customer (Womack and Jones, 1996). VSM documents all activities in the current production process, as well as the associated material and information flows. VSM allows the user to easily visualize the current process, recognize sources of waste, and eliminate nonvalue-added activities. Because lean thinking focuses on value as defined by the end customer, VSM should question any activities that do not add value to the customer. Pyzdek (2003) highlighted the role of VSM in the overall context of lean philosophy as (1) defining value from the customer’s view, (2) mapping the current state of the value stream, (3) applying the lean tools to identify waste in the current value stream, (4) mapping the future-state process, (5) developing a transition plan, (6) implementing the plan, and (7) validating the new process. The key outcome of VSM is the identification of opportunities for improvement and activities that consume resources without adding value. VSM can be performed at different levels of the organization—specific production process, door-to-door plant level, enterprise level—and across organizations to suppliers and customers.

The implementation of lean production principles often takes the form of a kaizen, “the planned, organized and systematic process of on-going, incremental and company-wide change of existing practices aimed at improving company performance” (Boer et al., 2000). In contrast to traditional management approaches that split employees into “thinkers” and “doers,” kaizen assumes that all employees can make a contribution to problemsolving and innovation (Bessant, Caffyn, and Gallagher, 2001). The kaizen blitz (also referred to herein as an RPI event) takes the same improvement philosophy and applies it in a brief, but intense, attack on production waste and inefficiency (Laraia, Moody, and Hall, 1999). Both kaizen methods (kaizen and kaizen blitz) follow a structured approach that includes the following steps: (1) document the current process, (2) identify all forms of waste, (3) develop lean options to reduce waste, (4) pilot test the options, and (5) institutionalize the changes and continue to improve. RPI events eliminate waste by empowering employees with the responsibility, time, tools, and methodologies to uncover areas for improvement and to plan and implement change. This type of activity is team based and should involve employees from different levels of the organization. The first step in an RPI event involves the development of two types of process documentation: baseline performance metrics (for example, quality, cycle time, productivity) and a detailed VSM indicating value-added and nonvalue-added activities. Waste is exposed as the current process is observed, documented, and analyzed (for example, nonvalue-added activities are discovered). When waste is identified, potential process improvements are developed using lean principles. Selected lean improvements are pilot tested in the process and fine tuned to optimize impact. As the successful changes are institutionalized, the continuous improvement process is repeated in a never-ending cycle.
Methodology

Responding to critical homebuilding challenges in the early 21st century, the industrialized housing industry launched a multiyear, industrywide effort to boost production performance. Led by the MHRA, the effort consisted of several phases. The first phase documented the industry’s current production performance. In 2005, a comprehensive survey was distributed to 275 U.S. and Canadian housing factories. The survey included questions concerning product offerings, production levels, productivity, worker satisfaction, and customer satisfaction. More than 50 percent of the factories responded. Results were published (MHRA, 2005) and disseminated to provide an industry baseline, allowing the industry to track improvements industrywide and encouraging each factory to benchmark itself against competitors. The second phase of this effort, called the lean initiative, began in March 2006 and was conducted over an approximately 12-month period. The project plan included five major tasks, which are described in the following paragraphs.

Task 1. Select Plants

Drawing from results of the phase one benchmarking study, researchers selected plants with a mix of characteristics that could affect production efficiency and yield a variety of lean approaches. The characteristics included the following (MHRA, 2007):

- Current performance (efficient and inefficient operations).
- Home price point (low-, medium-, and high-priced homes).
- Product mix (for example, single-section and multisection, HUD-code and modular).
- Geographic location to capture market and design variations.
- Company size (based on total production capacity).

Nine plants were selected on a competitive basis. Each plant was required to cover part of the costs of the research and make a significant in-kind contribution, which included the following investments: (1) upper management commitment to lean production methods, (2) a lean advocate to help carry out project tasks, and (3) resources (people, time, materials, and so forth) to carry out tasks. The plants that were selected for participation in the lean initiative are shown in exhibit 1. All produced single-family, detached, residential, wood-frame buildings.

Task 2. Select and Train Lean Advocates

Each plant selected one or more key staff members as their lean advocate(s). Because the nine plants were new to lean production, the advocates participated in a 1-week lean training session in April 2006. The training covered basic lean concepts and techniques, including VSM and RPI. The material in this training was tailored to the factory-built housing industry and addressed the challenges of implementing lean in the industry. The training equipped advocates with the knowledge to identify waste, develop new lean approaches, and implement and sustain change.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant and Location</th>
<th>Building Type</th>
<th>Home Type(s)</th>
<th>Average Sales per Floor</th>
<th>Plant Size</th>
<th>Homes Highly Customized (%)</th>
<th>Company Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Cavalier Homes, Addison, AL</td>
<td>HUD-code</td>
<td>Multisection, one-story</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Chelsea Modular Homes, Inc.</td>
<td>Modular</td>
<td>Multisection, 50% multistory</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Clayton Homes, Inc.</td>
<td>HUD-code</td>
<td>Single-section and multisection, one-story</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Four Seasons Housing, Inc.</td>
<td>Mostly HUD-code</td>
<td>Multisection, one-story</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Hi-Tech Housing, Inc.</td>
<td>HUD-code and modular</td>
<td>Multisection, one- and two-story</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Palm Harbor Homes, Albemarle, NC</td>
<td>Modular and HUD-code</td>
<td>Single-section and multisection, mostly one-story</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Palm Harbor Homes, Plant City, FL</td>
<td>Modular and HUD-code</td>
<td>Multisection, one-story</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. R-Anell Housing Group, LLC</td>
<td>Modular</td>
<td>Multisection, mostly two-story</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Southern Energy Homes, Inc.</td>
<td>HUD-code</td>
<td>Single-section and multisection, one-story</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: MHRA (2007)
Task 3. Conduct Value Stream Mapping and Data Collection

After the lean training session, the plants initiated efforts to apply the lean concepts and tools learned.

Task 3.1. Collect Plant-Level Data

Each plant collected information describing current plant performance, including production levels, labor productivity, cycle and lead times, inventory levels, and quality levels.

Task 3.2. Develop a High-Level Value Stream Map

Each plant developed a high-level value stream map of plant operations (for example, door-to-door plant level).

Task 3.3. Identify Areas of High Opportunity

Each plant identified areas with high opportunity for improvement from the high-level value stream map (for example, bottleneck areas).

Task 3.4. Select an Area for Lean Improvement

Each plant selected a specific area or operation for lean implementation.

Task 3.5. Develop a Future-State Value Stream Map

Each plant developed an initial future-state value stream map focusing on lean improvements. Potential improvements included workplace organization and standardization (5Ss—sort, set in order, shine, standardize, and sustain—a workplace organization methodology in which emphasis is placed on maximizing space and minimizing movement/travel); labor optimization (line balancing and production leveling); better tools and equipment (including devices to minimize lifting and carrying of large/heavy materials); procedures (kanban replenishment, a stocking technique using containers, cards, and electronic signals to make production systems respond to real needs and not predictions and forecasts); and information systems (use of bar code/RFID [radio frequency identification]).

Task 4. Conduct Rapid Process Improvement Events

RPI events were planned to move the production process closer to the future-state VSM (Task 3.5). Each plant conducted at least three major RPI events over the course of 8 months. Selected RPI events are described in the case study results later in this article.

Task 4.1. Develop RPI Implementation Strategy

The plant performed extensive observations and initial data collection on the selected area by creating detailed process flow maps, developing detailed current-state value stream maps of the area, and collecting quantitative data to support their analysis and document waste. They then developed an implementation plan, structured as an RPI event. Both floor supervisors and operators developed the plan for the lean implementation (for example, RPI event), which included a description of what was to be accomplished, how the event was to be conducted, what resources and materials were to be required, what plant personnel were to be involved, and how the outcome was going to be measured (typically, by comparing relevant before-and-after metrics).
Task 4.2. Conduct the RPI Event
Each plant implemented its RPI plan and resulting lean improvements.

Task 4.3. Document Results of the RPI Event
RPI leaders documented and evaluated the RPI results, including RPI accomplishments, factors that limited RPI success, barriers that inhibited the development of a lean culture, and further opportunities for improving production.

Task 5. Disseminate Results and Lessons Learned
At the conclusion of the study, representatives from the nine plants reconvened to share experiences in an open, industrywide symposium.

Case Study Results
MHRA researchers were involved in three RPI events at each of the nine plants—a total of 27 RPI events. This article describes lean efforts and results in three of the nine plants, focusing on one of the more successful RPI events at each plant. These plants and RPI events were selected for inclusion here because they demonstrate a variety of successful approaches, illustrate good examples of fundamental lean principles, yielded measurable results, and were well documented. Some less successful efforts are discussed in context with the first case study.

Plant 1. Chelsea Modular Homes
At the time of this study, Chelsea Modular Homes operated an 118,000-square-foot production facility configured as a central progressive assembly line (side-saddle type) fed by adjacent sub-assembly workstations that build floors, walls, and roofs. Chelsea’s approach to the lean initiative was to appoint an individual to have the dual responsibility of lean advocate and safety manager and to conduct a series of lean workshops with production workers, supervisors, and office employees. Eight employees participated in the first lean workshop: the lean advocate, a production foreman, the receiving supervisor, the quality control manager, a representative from engineering, and three production workers from various departments. Throughout their lean efforts, Chelsea’s lean advocate enjoyed strong support from plant and corporate management.

The following section discusses how the Chelsea plant conducted tasks 3 and 4.

Task 3. Conduct Value Stream Mapping and Data Collection
Task 3.1. Collect Plant-Level Data. The Chelsea lean team gathered plant-level data such as the company’s production rate (three to four modules per day), level of customization (80 percent of homes produced were highly customized and 20 percent of homes produced were totally custom), employee turnover (10 percent average per year), and absenteeism rate (3 percent average per year). In addition, the team gathered data on the production process, including material shortage frequency, time spent on rework due to change orders, time spent on rework due to errors, time spent idle waiting for line moves, number of times forced to work out of assigned line station, and...
average and maximum time spent on a module. The team collected these data at the component level (for example, rough plumbing, wall build, and so forth), as opposed to the workstation level, by interviewing the process lead operators and focusing on production experience over the most recent 2-week period. These data were then verified by collecting data on modules completed during a 1-month period. In addition, the team collected 3 weeks of data on line pulls (when all modules are simultaneously pulled down the line from their current workstation to the next workstation). Combined, these data helped the team to visualize the production process and identify opportunities for improvement.

**Task 3.2. Develop a High-Level Value Stream Map.** The team worked for 3 days to develop a current-state value stream map for the entire plant. First, the team walked the floor and observed production activities. Next, the team constructed a rough outline of the value stream map, including material and information flows and major inventory locations. The team then collected performance data to quantify production performance and waste (for example, average and maximum process time per module, material shortages, rework due to change orders and errors, idle time waiting for bottlenecks, and number of times forced to work out of assigned workstation).

**Task 3.3. Identify Areas of High Opportunity.** The team used the current-state value stream map (exhibit 2) and performance data gathered in Task 3.2 to identify problem areas and opportunities for improving operations. They identified several RPI opportunities: (1) spread out finish activities clustered at the end of the production line to fill in empty slots earlier on the production line; (2) create a scheduling review meeting and have engineering and production jointly review house plans 2 weeks rather than 2 days before production; and (3) improve efficiency, flexibility, and flow in the floor, wall, roof, and ceiling framing areas.

In addition to experiencing the tangible results of the VSM exercise, participants reported that they began to think of the production line as a system rather than as a series of individual operations and the vital importance of *takt* time as the heartbeat of the line. (*Takt* is the German word for pace. Takt time equals available worktime per day divided by the daily required demand in parts per day.)

**Task 3.4. Select an Area for Lean Improvement.** The team determined that spreading out finish activities to fill empty slots on the line was the most critical opportunity for improvement. Spreading out finish activities to their appropriate stations was critical to stabilizing the line flow and a necessary precursor to addressing the individual workstation issues. Stability of production is essential to an efficient process flow and a prerequisite for implementing more advanced lean techniques. This first RPI was conducted in May 2006 and was followed by a second RPI in the wall department in July 2006.

These early RPIs met with limited success. Although they produced positive results immediately after implementation, the gains subsided because of the lack of a strong sustainability plan and unclear assignments of responsibility for institutionalizing the changes, and because the lean initiative’s resources were sapped due to other priorities. After employees witnessed the backsliding following the initial RPIs, the lean initiative was in danger of losing the broad-based employee support it had enjoyed and needed a high-visibility success to motivate the lean team and engage all employees in the lean initiative.
Exhibit 2

Current-State Value Stream Map

Chelsea Modular Homes
Current State Value Stream Map
May 12, 2006

CAD = computer-aided design. RPI = Rapid Process Improvement.
In a change of focus, management selected the spackling department for the next RPI. Spackling is the finishing of joints, cracks, and fastener penetrations in drywall with spackle (drywall paste). Spackling was not identified in the initial plant VSM exercise; however, management noted that numerous, small cross-departmental issues contributed to major quality problems in this department, resulting in poor quality at inspection, requiring expensive rework, and bottlenecking the rework area. The remainder of this case study focuses on the spackling RPI conducted in September 2006.

**Task 4. Conduct Rapid Process Improvement Events**

The spackling RPI was conducted during a 4-day period in September 2006. The drywall finishing operations employed a crew of four tapers, two sanders, and two painters distributed among five line stations. The RPI also encompassed three touchup workers, working farther down the line, who reported to a different group leader.

**Task 4.1. Develop RPI Implementation Strategy.** The objective of this RPI was to increase the quality of work delivered at inspection and reduce delays caused by rework. Chelsea managers were aware that spackling had numerous problems that contributed to poor productivity and low initial quality, such as the following:

- Poor communication across departments and a lack of cross-departmental coordination and cooperation. Issues discovered downstream were not communicated to upstream departments that contributed to them.
- Lack of accountability. Even when issues were communicated, teams did not take responsibility for the quality of their work. Rigid mindsets regarding responsibilities led to a “not my job” attitude.
- Numerous seemingly minor process and product issues that contributed to major problems at the end of the line.
- No systematic process to address and solve these issues.

The lean team developed a plan that included the following elements: a presentation to the team in which the plant manager reviewed the goals and expectations for the RPI; a brief training on basic lean tools; a process walkthrough; identification of issues and root causes; development of recommendations for improvement; and implementation of improvement recommendations and assessment of results. Six employees participated on the RPI team: the lean advocate, the spackling team leader, the foreman over the spackling area, a production worker from the sidewall department, a member of the touchup crew, and the yard supervisor, who was also responsible for final quality checks.

The success of this RPI was to be measured by the effect on wall finish quality as reported by quality inspectors at the inspection station and in the storage yard. The primary data would be in the form of the number of hours spent on rework (to repair walls and ceilings) before and after the implementations of the improvement recommendations.

**Task 4.2. Conduct the RPI Event.** The first day of the RPI, managers presented the RPI goals and expectations, and briefly trained the RPI team on basic lean tools (for example, the 5Ss, the
On the second and third days, the RPI team conducted a walkthrough of the drywall finishing operations, identified and researched problems identified on the floor, and discussed preliminary solutions. Problems identified included the following:

- Drywall installation in the module not completed on time.
- Poor quality of drywall coming into the spackling department (missing or damaged wallboard, large crude punch-outs for ceiling penetrations, screws not fully set, screws not hitting studs, glue seeping through seams in ceiling).
- Tapers using a hammer rather than a screwdriver to recess raised screw heads, causing damage to the wall.
- Insufficient drying time (the department was designed to have five dedicated workstations for drywall finish/sand/paint, but the number had been reduced due to early shipping commitments).
- Lumps of mud in bottom of corners caused by wiping spackling compound (mud) “up to down.”
- Inconsistent mud mix.
- Line workstation assignments not being adhered to.
- Attitude issues (not my job).
- Lack of unity and team spirit in the department.
- Lack of communication between workers and supervisors.
- Congestion in modules where sanding and painting were done (often simultaneously).
- Inadequate and uneven sanding in corners.
- Untrained and unmotivated workers.

On the fourth day, the RPI team presented recommendations to the plant manager and company president. The spackling RPI team made 22 specific recommendations for changes, including product changes, such as using wider tape to prevent glue seepage through drywall joints; maintaining a supply of 1/4-inch drywall; and, where not already in use, switching to electrical boxes suitable for installation in walls already drywalled. They also suggested process changes, including routing wall tops to ensure a flush surface for the ceiling to be set on and using a hole-saw rather than a hammer to make holes for plumbing vents. Equipment improvements suggested by the team were minor, but important; padding on racks and carts to reduce damage were the most important. Some of the most significant changes were in work rules: making departments responsible for quality and correcting mud defects before painting. The team recommended standardizing the mud mix procedure by marking water levels on the mud mix barrels and making organizational changes to better align responsibility with accountability and permit the area team leader to come down off his stilts so he could more easily move about the production floor to supervise his team. The RPI team implemented the recommended changes over the course of the next few weeks.
Chelsea Modular Homes did not use a detailed value stream map for this RPI. Instead, while collecting data on the production process at the plant level, the RPI team discovered that most of the rework time was being spent on fixing damaged drywall on walls and ceilings. The team used root cause analysis to uncover causes of the damage. Root cause analysis is a problemsolving approach that entails investigating and drilling down to the fundamental underlying causes of a problem. In this case, a host of small but significant problems with finishing operations were found to be the usual root cause of drywall rework. Likewise, the RPI team did not develop a future-state value stream map during this RPI.

**Task 4.3. Document Results of the RPI Event.** Results from the spackling RPI were dramatic. Defects and rework at the inspection station were reduced by 85 percent (based on time required to repair walls and ceilings at the inspection station and in the storage yard). Often, only one of the three touchup workers was required, freeing the other two workers to perform other tasks. The quality inspector was able to focus on other quality issues that had previously been ignored. In addition to the gains in product quality, mindsets were positively affected. Workers gained an understanding of production as a system and more fully realized how cutting corners in one area can adversely affect another area (for example, not fully setting screws or punching oversized vent holes with a hammer made the mudder’s job difficult). Better communication and active involvement by employees in problemsolving resulted in improved morale and a more positive work attitude (as reported by anecdotal comments from employees and management).

**Plant 2. R-Anell Housing Group, LLC**

R-Anell Housing produces modular residential and commercial structures. At the time of this study, the company’s production operations employed about 240 people working in two adjacent facilities, each containing a portion of the production line. R-Anell approached its lean initiative in a comprehensive manner, developing an overarching lean management strategy, a rigorous education campaign for both management and production associates, a comprehensive 5S campaign, and a highly structured process for conducting major RPI events. In addition, a unique characteristic of R-Anell’s lean strategy was the involvement of a lean engineer, who was responsible for all aspects of lean implementation. A director of process development oversaw the lean initiative and reported directly to senior management.

R-Anell’s lean strategy was unique in that the team focused on developing managerial guidelines to sustain the lean initiative, including a set of internal guidelines on organizing and conducting RPIs called “The 12 Steps of Kaizen Event Planning.” These steps provided general guidelines for event planning and a template for developing a detailed timeline for a specific event.

The following section discusses how this plant conducted tasks 3 and 4.

**Task 3. Conduct Value Stream Mapping and Data Collection**

**Task 3.1. Collect Plant-Level Data.** The lean team gathered data on the production process at the plant level, which included material shortages, list of steps in the process, space constraints, walking distances, and other performance data.
**Task 3.2. Develop a High-Level Value Stream Map.** The lean team began the lean implementation with a high-level value stream map that identified areas that constrained production flow.

**Task 3.3. Identify Areas of High Opportunity.** Managers used the high-level VSM to identify future RPI events, including (1) implementing the 6Ss (R-Anell added a sixth S for safety) throughout the plant and (2) improving efficiency and flexibility in the dormer area and flow from the dormer area to the main line.

**Task 3.4. Select an Area for Lean Improvement.** The team conducted the 6Ss RPIs throughout the plant, with a first pass through each area completed by the summer of 2006. Area supervisors, who were trained during the first event held in the plant, ran 6S events. R-Anell began with the 6Ss because their implementation is critical to maintaining an efficient and effective workplace. In July 2006, the team conducted the dormer area RPI. The remainder of this case study focuses on the dormer RPI.

**Task 4. Conduct Rapid Process Improvement Events**

R-Anell’s first major RPI event was in the dormer area. Dormers are structural elements of a building that protrude from the plane of a sloping roof surface to expand living space under the roof. This area was chosen for several reasons: it was not meeting daily production requirements; it was using excessive overtime; area workers were open to new improvement ideas; and it was an offline operation that could be interrupted with minimal impact to the main production line.

**Task 4.1. Develop RPI Implementation Strategy.** The objective of the dormer RPI was to improve productivity and provide space for large dormers (also called gable dormers) to be built in the plant. The common smaller dormers were built in the plant, but larger dormers (more than about 8 feet wide) were built on site, lengthening the construction process. The dormer RPI adhered to R-Anell’s 12 Steps of Kaizen Event Planning as outlined in the following text.

**Task 4.2. Conduct the RPI Event.** The steps for the RPI event were as follows:

1. **Map area and gather data.** The team developed a detailed current-state value stream map of the dormer area, took photos of the area, and observed and recorded procedures. Floor plans of the dormer area were used to develop spaghetti charts (a movement path diagram) that examined material and employee movements and to develop proposed layouts. The lean team interviewed area employees and listened to their problems and concerns.

2. **Train area associates.** The lean engineer conducted a lean simulation exercise and classroom training in lean fundamentals.

3. **Determine gable dormer construction method and layout.** The lean engineer developed a proposed location and process for constructing the large gable dormers.

4. **Map the value stream.** The team developed a detailed value stream map of the dormer area and a spaghetti diagram for each major dormer component built in the area. The team gathered data on the dormer operation, which included a list of steps in the process, space constraints, and walking distances.
5. **Develop and implement future-state layout.** After brainstorming the needs of the dormer area, the team generated and prioritized a list of concerns. High-priority needs were incorporated into the future-state value stream map, which showed the process after implementation of the improvements, eliminating many of the previous production flow constraints. Some of the improvements included better material storage and a layout that eliminated excessive walking to use and retrieve tools and materials.

6. **Report progress to management.** The executive management team visited the area to review the changes and to see team members report on the previous state, changes, and measured improvements.

7. **Complete a trial production.** Workers completed a trial build in the reconfigured area and gathered labor time data and costing information. The team discussed concerns and improvement ideas generated as a result of the trial.

8. **Implement refinements.** Workers implemented refinements and roped off the freed space for the future gable dormer area.

9. **Build first production dormer.** After production commenced, workers conducted another team review to discuss concerns and improvement ideas and to prioritize additional refinements.

10. **Implement refinements 2.** Workers implemented additional refinements based on the second team review.

11. **Document process.** The lean engineer recorded all procedures and developed written job instructions.

12. **Begin with new layout.** Workers commenced regular production.

**Task 4.3. Document Results of the RPI Event.** The lean team assessed the outcome of the RPI by measuring the usage of production floor space, employee travel distance, and number of employees required before and after implementation of the improvement recommendations. The area layouts before and after the kaizen event are shown in exhibits 3a and 3b. As seen in the after diagram, products are completed close to the point of need or an exit from the area. Material storage is reduced due to centralized staging and equipment locations. The saw is centralized to minimize the distance to areas it serves. The dormer build production line has been compressed. A new, large gable dormer production area has been created.

By streamlining the flow of product through the area, reducing duplicative material inventory (for example, oriented strand board was reduced from three bundles to one), and compacting work centers, enough space was freed up to provide room for the large gable dormer area. The value of the manufacturing space freed up was $108,000 based on the plant accounting department’s facility cost calculations ($47.75 per square foot x 2,262 square feet). In addition, reduced travel distances and closer access to materials reduced the amount of time required to accomplish the same amount of work so that the prior need for an additional employee was eliminated. Overtime in the area was also largely eliminated, saving $27,300 annually. A summary of the major results is shown in exhibit 4.
Exhibit 3a
Layout Before RPI

RPI = Rapid Process Improvement.
Exhibit 3b
Layout After RPI

RPI = Rapid Process Improvement.
Plant 3. Southern Energy Homes, Inc.

At the time of this study, Southern Energy Homes manufactured HUD-code homes in seven plants for a moderately priced market segment. Southern Energy had a full-time lean advocate at the corporate office who coordinated the lean activities and was charged with spreading information and success stories to all plants. Actively championed by a divisional assistant general manager, the lean initiative received visible support from the chief executive officer and other senior company leaders. This section describes early efforts at the first Southern Energy plant—Southern Estates—to begin implementing lean.

The following section discusses how this plant conducted tasks 3 and 4.

Task 3. Conduct Value Stream Mapping and Data Collection

Task 3.1. Collect Plant-Level Data. The Southern Estates plant produced five to six modules per day at the time of this study and had sufficient customer orders to work at full capacity. The takt time of the main production line was 46 minutes.

Task 3.2. Develop a High-Level Value Stream Map. The management team responsible for implementing the lean initiative prepared a plant-level value stream map.

Task 3.3. Identify Areas of High Opportunity. Based on the lean team’s past experience of the company’s production process and the data collected, the team identified three areas with great opportunity for improvement:

1. **Wall department.** In this offline station, all the lumber (for example, 2 by 3 and 2 by 4) and wallboard for the exterior sidewalls and interior walls were prepped (for example, cut to size, sorted, and loaded into transportation carts) and assembled on framing tables into walls. This area was often behind schedule.

2. **Cabinet shop.** In this department, cabinet parts were fabricated and assembled into finished kitchen and bath cabinets. Cycle times were excessively long.

3. **Metal shop.** In this section of the production line, siding, sheathing, roof decking, and insulation were installed on the modules. This area was frequently a bottleneck, forcing the work to be completed out in the yard, where it is notoriously inefficient due to the logistical problems of accessing people, materials, and equipment and the lack of supervision.

Task 3.4. Select an Area for Lean Improvement. The management team selected the wall department as the most critical area in which they were experiencing the greatest operational inefficien-
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cies. The inefficiencies affected the flow of walls to the main production line and therefore affected the flow of the entire plant. Although the takt time of the main production line was 46 minutes, cycle times in the wall department often reached 65 minutes. The variability of cycle times in the wall department created bottlenecks on the main production line. Because the wall department was connected to the main line by an equipment-constrained station (the wall set station on the main line required the use of a crane), modules on the main line could not leave the wall set station until the activity was complete (for example, all walls set). Upstream modules could not cycle forward, and downstream work was delayed as holes were created in the main production line. These inefficiencies and delays lengthened the time to complete a house.

The remainder of this case study focuses on the wall department RPI.

Task 4. Conduct Rapid Process Improvement Events

Task 4.1. Develop RPI Implementation Strategy. The RPI team included the plant production manager, the division assistant general manager, Southern Energy’s corporate lean advocate, the area supervisor, a maintenance employee, and representative workers from the area. The objective of the RPI was to increase productivity by rearranging the equipment layout and material locations to rationalize the flow of materials through the area.

Because of the extensive construction required to implement the changes it anticipated, the team developed a plan to conduct the RPI in three phases: (1) planning and preparing initial design (May 2006), (2) finalizing the design with large-scale involvement of area workers and making physical changes to the work area (June–July 2006), and (3) evaluating and refining the new area (August 2006).

Task 4.2. Conduct the RPI Event. During the first phase (May 2006), the team conducted detailed observations of the activities, material and information flow, and equipment in the wall department and developed a detailed value stream map. The team observed that workers were forced to walk excessively to get materials, material flow was random, materials did not have fixed staging locations, and finished walls had to be pulled through the shop by hand.

Participants discussed alternatives for improving the area layout and material flow and developed a new department layout and a future-state value stream map showing a target value stream. The team also analyzed the effects of the department on the flow of the main production line. During the second phase of the RPI (June–July 2006), the team carried through on the plan, involving departmental staff, completing necessary reconstruction, and implementing the new arrangement. In the third phase (August 2006), the team reconvened to observe and document the activities in the reconfigured area.

The assessment revealed that wall-framing activities on the tables were a bottleneck and workload across the tables was not balanced. Framers at one table were completing walls for a given house and commencing building walls for the next house before the remaining tables had completed the walls they were working on for the first house. The team met to discuss the new layout and potential revised activity arrangements in light of these issues. Area employees were open and enthusiastic about the new changes and recommended further improvements for the area. A subsequent evaluation in September confirmed that these recommendations had been implemented and had
resolved the problems. As a result of the RPI, the wall area was completely reconfigured with the guiding principle that materials should flow from outer storage areas toward the main production line with a minimum of travel distance and detours. Before the RPI, materials were not stored logically near where they would be needed. The post-RPI material paths are shorter and more direct, with practically no intersections of different material flows until they reach the wall-framing tables, where all materials come together for final wall assembly. Exhibit 5 shows the area before and after the RPI.

Task 4.3. Document Results of the RPI Event. Before the RPI, employees did a lot of walking and carrying of materials. The area was reorganized with attention to ergonomics, reducing carrying distances and providing access to the existing hoist, which was extended to serve all wall-framing tables. Before the RPI, employees made mistakes when information about which walls to build was not transmitted properly. Carts of materials were easily misplaced or misidentified. After the RPI, the department implemented a system of labels and racks to organize the flow of information along with the flow of materials in keeping with the ideal of “a place for everything and everything is in its place.”

As a result of the changes, productivity improved. The department was able to meet the needs of the main line and the wall department workforce was reduced from 9 to 6.5 people. Importantly, no one lost his or her job because of lean activities; rather, experienced workers were transferred to other departments where they were needed due to normal attrition. Other benefits included space savings of 12 percent and wallboard damage reduction of approximately 10 percent. Southern Energy invested $25,786 in labor and materials for this RPI. The investment paid for itself in less than 4 months, because annual labor savings amounted to $73,200 and the company realized the savings of not needing to hire and train 2.5 new workers.

Lean Implementation Lessons

The lean initiative clearly demonstrated that the same lean production concepts that have been so successful in automotive, electronics, and other industries can be applied successfully in factory homebuilding. From an organizational perspective, the lean initiative showed the critical importance of having a lean advocate(s) on site with the time and management support to drive the process.

From a tools perspective, the lean initiative demonstrated that VSM was most useful for three purposes:

- **Training.** Plant-level VSM enabled production workers and midlevel production managers to visualize the production line as a flow system with interdependencies.

- **Targeting ‘problem’ department.** After reflecting on the many activities across the whole plant and collecting some limited information about the waste in each department, the lean team identified departments with high levels of waste or the potential to bottleneck overall production flow.

- **Developing a thorough understanding of departmental operations and issues.** The starting point of successful lean improvement can be identifying production tasks, estimating their cycle
Exhibit 5
Layouts of the Southern Energy Wall Department Before and After the RPI

times, identifying inventory levels and other signs of waste, and summarizing this information in a detailed department value stream map. This level of analysis is particularly enlightening for offline production departments (for example, wall department, dormer department) that have disconnected workstations separated by inventory.

Although RPI events were shown to be an effective strategy for implementing improvements, most plants were hesitant to reassign production staff, even temporarily, to lean activities. Short staffing caused by perpetual absenteeism and hiring problems was cited as the primary issue. Plants met the challenge of staffing RPI events by using a variety of strategies, including the following:

- Have the complete RPI team gather for a series of shorter meetings (1 to 3 hours) for a number of days over the course of a week. Then conduct a longer intensive implementation blitz, perhaps on a nonproduction day.

- Use a core group of three to four RPI team members (including the lean advocate) to do preparatory work and develop preliminary solutions. Involve production workers from the area and other affected employees individually or in small groups for brief meetings to get their feedback and buy-in.

- Use nonproduction days to accomplish the bulk of the RPI and pay production workers overtime.

The most encouraging result of the industry lean initiative was that after 1 year all nine plants were aggressively moving forward with their lean programs and were using their own inhouse lean advocates to look critically at their production processes, conduct RPIs, and implement lean improvements. The industry’s challenge will be to maintain the momentum of the lean pioneers, while growing the base of companies involved with lean production.

**Conclusion**

The use of Value Stream Mapping and Rapid Process Improvement is an effective starting point for factory home builders seeking to use lean thinking to slash waste from their production operations. The main goal of a value stream map (both high level and detailed) is to identify waste, whereas RPI events improve the process through waste elimination. VSM can be used independently from RPIs, by creating a high-level value stream map of the process. A high-level value stream map (for example, door-to-door plant level) can help plants document their current situation and identify wasteful activities so that such activities can be challenged and eliminated through other process-improvement activities. VSM can also be used as part of an RPI event, by developing a detailed value stream map of the process or activity that is the focus of the effort. As the three case studies show, RPI events can offer quick and dramatic results in target production departments. Taken as a whole, lean production strategies implemented through an RPI event can increase the efficiency and quality of building operations, boost workers’ morale, and improve communication between management and workers.
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